
 
 
Join us this Fall on a spectacular 13-night trip to Portugal, from 02 to 15 October 2015, and explore 
more deeply the themes of MOA's exhibit Heaven, Hell & Somewhere in Between with MOA 
Director and curator, Dr. Anthony Shelton.  In Lisbon and beyond, enjoy expert guiding in museums 
and cultural centres, exclusive access to artists' studios and marketplaces, and savour the traditions 
and flavours that exemplify Portuguese identity. 
 
 

Detailed Itinerary 
 
Day 1 - Friday, 02 October - Lisbon 
Begin your tour in Lisbon, Portugal’s enchanted capital city nestled on seven hills: a place of both 
timeless elegance and exuberant energy. This evening, mingle with new friends, your Adventures 
Abroad guide, and MOA’s director, Dr. Anthony Shelton, as you enjoy a welcome dinner and a 
look ahead at the itinerary to come. 

Meal: dinner 
 

Lisboa: Boasting springtime temperatures during the winter and cool summers freshened by a 
breeze blowing in from the Atlantic, Lisbon offers a rich and impressively integrated diversity. The 
capital of Portugal since its conquest from the Moors in 1147, Lisbon is a legendary city with over 20 
centuries of History. Radiant skies brighten the monumental city, with its typical tile covered 
building facades and narrow Medieval streets, where one can hear the sounds of Fado music being 
played and sung at night. 
 



Day 2 - Saturday, 03 October - Lisbon 
Today, explore the streets and neighborhoods of Lisbon’s historic Centro. Stroll through the 
Alfama to the Castelo de Sao Jorge and the Se Cathedral, and visit a tile-maker’s studio, before 
experiencing the unique Feira da Ladra (“thieves market”) Lisbon’s famous weekly flea market. 
Enjoy lunch in the lush gardens of the Museu Nacional do Teatro before touring the museum’s 
collections. 

Meals: Breakfast and lunch 
 
The Alfama is one of the oldest quarters in Lisboa. Since it largely survived the earthquake of 1755, 
the area still retains much of its original layout and charm. Adjacent to the Alfama are the likewise 
old quarters of Castelo and Mouraria, on the western and northern slopes of the hill that is 
crowned by Castelo de Sao Jorge.  As you explore this area, you will visit a tile-maker’s studio as well 
as stroll through Lisbon’s expansive flea market, affectionately called Feira da Ladra (“thieves 
market”), held every Saturday in this neighbourhood.  
 

 
 
Museu Nacional do Teatro: The National Theatre Museum of Lisbon exhibits Portuguese theatre 
history from the 18th century until today. Its collections include theatre-related items such as 
costumes, posters, tickets, stage props, manuscripts, and photographs. This 300,000-item collection 
is sheltered in the old Monteiro-Mor Palace, which was restored to suit the necessities of the 
museum. The collection is charming, but it is the gardens and restaurant which are truly captivating 
– enjoy lunch in this lovely space before touring the museum. 
 
Overnight in Lisbon. 
 
 

Day 3 - Sunday, 04 October - Belém, Lisbon 
Enjoy an introduction to Portuguese puppetry at the Museu da Marioneta, then continue this 
morning to the delightful neighborhood of Belém. Celebrate Portugal’s history of maritime 
discovery at the Torre de Belém and the Padrao dos Descobrimentos, and savour the tasty pasteis 
de Belém custard tarts. After lunch, tour the Museu de Arte Antigua before returning to the city 
centre for supper and the famous sounds of Portuguese Fado music in the evening. 

Meals: Breakfast and dinner 
 
Museu da Marioneta: the 17th century Convento das Bernardas in Lisbon houses the charming 
Puppet Museum.  The collection holds more the 1,000 puppets gathered from Portugal, as well as 
from other countries: China, Indonesia, India, Italy, and New Zealand, among others. There is an 



emphasis on the social and political history of puppet theatre in Portugal, but other highlights 
include Vietnamese water puppets, Burmese shadow puppets, Sicilian opera marionettes, and 
traditional Russian puppets.  
 
Belém´s name is derived from the Portuguese for Bethlehem. It is famous as the place from which 
many of the great Portuguese explorers set off on their voyages of discovery (in particular, it is the 
place from which Vasco da Gama departed for India in 1497). It is also a former royal residence and 
features the 17th–18th century Belém Palace, now occupied by the President of Portugal, and the 
Ajuda Palace, begun in 1802 but never completed. Perhaps Belém's most famous feature is its 
tower, Torre de Belém, built as a fortified lighthouse late in the reign of Dom Manuel (1515–1520) 
to guard the entrance to the port at Belém.  
 
Belém's other major historical building is the Mosteiro dos Jerónimos (Jerónimos Monastery), which 
the Torre de Belém was built partly to defend. The building of the monastery, an example of 
Manueline architecture, was begun in 1502 on the instructions of Manuel I and took 50 years to 
complete. It was built as a monument to Vasco da Gama's successful voyage to India and was 
funded by a tax on eastern spices. The monastery contains the tomb of Vasco da Gama. Located in 
the wings of the monastery are the Museu Nacional de Arqueologia (National Archaeological 
Museum) and the Museu da Marinha (Maritime Museum).  After a day of enjoying the sites, savour 
the traditional pasteis de Belém, Belém’s custard tarts. 
 

 
 

Museu de Arte Antigua contains 14th to 20th century European works by artists such as Bosch 
(whose "Temptation of St. Anthony" is one of the museum's most valuable treasures), Dürer, and 
Raphael. The most important of the Portuguese paintings is undoubtedly the "Veneration of St. 
Vincent," regarded as an important historical document, portraying some prominent 15th century 
personalities including Henry the Navigator. Also interesting are 16th century Japanese screens 
showing the Portuguese arriving in Japan. For the Japanese it was their first contact with Europeans 
and their fascination by the Portuguese is seen in the particular emphasis given to the Portuguese's 
mustaches and the buttons on their clothes, which were then not-yet-seen in Japan. Also from this 
era are Afro-Portuguese carved tusks, Indo-Portuguese chests, and samples of Chinese porcelain 
shipped to Lisbon. The theme of “discovery” is ever-present, speaking to Portugal's links with Africa, 
India, China, and Japan. 
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Fado dinner show:  Fado is a music genre which can be traced from the 1820s in Portugal, but 
probably with much earlier origins. It is characterized by mournful tunes and lyrics, often about the 
sea or the life of the poor. The music is often linked to the Portuguese word saudade which 
symbolizes the feeling of loss and longing. 
 

   
 
Overnight in Lisbon. 
 
 

Day 4 - Monday, 05 October - Sintra, Ericeira, Lisbon 
Today, visit spellbinding Sintra, a town with architectural Moorish reminders and tranquil charm.  
After lunch, visit Ericeria and take in the elegance of an Edwardian seaside town. Journey on to 
nearby Santa Susana and the studio of Portugal’s most significant contemporary puppet-maker, 
George Cerqueira.   

Meals: Breakfast and dinner 
 
The small city of Sintra lies between Lisbon and the Atlantic on a promontory of land between two 
gorges on the north side of the well-wooded Serra de Sintra. With its beautiful setting and mild 
climate it was an early choice as the summer seat of the Portuguese royal family. The beauty of the 
scenery, the magnificent subtropical vegetation,  and the nearness of the sea make Sintra one of 
the loveliest spots in the Iberian peninsula, wholly justifying Lord Byron's description of it as 
"glorious Eden". Early in 1996 UNESCO included Sintra in its list of world cultural heritage sites.  Visit 
the Pena Palace, which is the neo-Moorish castle high on the mountain above Sintra, and the Vila 
Palace in the town’s old square. 
 
Ericeira is a civil parish and seaside resort/fishing community on the western coast of Portugal. It is 
a popular destination for local and visiting tourists, as well as amateur surfers.  Outside of Ericeira, 
in Santa Susana, enjoy the studio and marvellous works of Portugal’s most significant contemporary 
puppet-maker, George Cerqueira. 

 

   
 
Overnight in Lisbon. 
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Day 5 - Tuesday, 06 October - Megaliths, Évora , Estremoz 
Today’s journey takes you to the spectacular UNESCO-recognized town of Évora, whose beguiling 
charm speaks to the city’s Renaissance heyday. On your way, visit Portugal’s mysterious ancient 
megaliths.  Move on to Estremoz, where you will enjoy two nights in a medieval hilltop town. 

Meals: Breakfast and dinner 
 
Evora: Due to its well-preserved old town centre still partially enclosed by medieval walls, and a 
large number of monuments dating from various historical periods, Évora is a UNESCO World 
Heritage Site.  It is described as a magical place, where ancient ruins like the 1st Century Roman 
Temple of Evora share the town with 15th and 16th century marvels like the Aqueduct of Silver 
Water and the Palace of Vasco de Gama. 
 

   
 

Megaliths: Today’s journey will introduce you to ancient Portugal, to megaliths place in patterns 
dating back to the 6th Century BC.  Wonder about the purpose of these eliptical shapes of stones 2.5 
to 3.5 meters tall, and marvel at the people who worked to create this important site. 
 

 
 

Estremoz: Estremoz is internationally known for its fine to medium marble that occurs in several 
colours: white, cream, pink, grey or black and streaks with any combination of these colours. The 
pink marble (Rosa Aurora and Estremoz Pink) is in especially high demand.  This marble has been 
used since Antiquity as a material for sculpture and architecture, and is so plentiful around 
Estremoz that it is used everywhere.  You will even see doorsteps, pavements, and cobble stones 
made out of marble, and it is even ground into whitewash for painting houses. Portugal is the 
second largest exporter of marble in the world, surpassed only by Italy.  As you approach Estremoz, 
catch site of the gorgeous hilltop Palace – your home for the coming two nights!  
 

   
Overnight in Estremoz.  
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Day 6 - Wednesday, 07 October - Monsaraz, Borba, Estremoz 
From Estremoz, strike out to the south to visit the delightful villages of Monsaraz and Borba, both 
exemplifying the culture, the wines, and the cuisine of the Alentejo province. Upon your return to 
Estremoz, meet the Flores sisters and Afonso Ginja who uphold the tradition of making the 
beautiful ceramic dolls seen in the town’s museum. 

Meals: Breakfast and lunch 
 
Monsaraz is a civil parish in Portuguese Alentejo region, near its border with Spain. Due to its 
geographic position, the hilltop of Monsaraz always occupied an important place in the history of 
the municipality, having been occupied by different peoples since the pre-historical record. It is one 
of the oldest Portuguese settlements of the southern Portugal, occupied since pre-history, whose 
examples of permanent habitation include hundreds of megalithic monuments.   Close to Monsaraz, 
the small town Borba is famed for its treasured marble, used all over the country, as well as for its 
exquisite cuisine. 
 

 
 
Overnight in Estremoz. 
 
 

Day 7 - Thursday, 08 October - Portalegre, Castelo de Vide, Tomar 
After a visit to the Portalegre house-museum of beloved Portuguese poet Jose Regio, enjoy 
specialized Alentejo cuisine in the charming village of Castelo de Vide. Your voyage will then take 
you to the enchanting Tomar, where you will experience the nation’s oldest synagogue, now a 
national museum, and the spectacular Manueline architecture style of the Convento de Cristo, 
former base of the Knights Templar in Portugal. 

Meals: Breakfast and lunch 
 
Portalegre: Today’s journey will take you north to Portalegre.  The house-museum of José Régio, a 
famous Portuguese poet, was installed in his home, in which he lived for 34 years. When Régio was 
accepted at the high school of Mouzinho da Silveira, in Portalegre, this place was a hostel. It was 
previously an annex of the convent of S. Brás, of which there are still some vestiges, namely the 
chapel. It also served as a headquarters when the peninsular wars were fought, but it was later 
named Pensão 21. José Régio rented a humble room and, as he needed more space (he collected 
several works of art, amongst which more than 400 representations of Christ), he would rent more 
space. So, as time went by, he finally became the only inhabitant of the hostel. In 1965, he sold his 
collection to the municipality of Portalegre with the condition of it buying his house, restoring it and 
transforming it into a museum. He lived there until he died, in 1969. The museum opened to public 
in 1971. 
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North of Portalegre is Castelo de Vide, and one of the best places to try Alentejo style cuisine.  
Alentejo’s name denotes the area “Beyond the Tagus River”.  In a region which has long grown 
wheat and olive trees, bread and olive oil please any palate.  Hearty soups and deep herb flavours 
are typical, and pork is a popular favourite of the region. 
 
Tomar: The Convent of the Order of Christ is a religious building and Roman Catholic building in 
Tomar, Portugal, originally a Templar stronghold built in the 12th century. After the Order of the 
Knights Templar was dissolved in the 14th century, the Portuguese branch of the order was turned 
into the Knights of the Order of Christ, which supported Portugal's maritime discoveries of the 15th 
century. The Convent of Christ of Tomar is one of Portugal's most important historical and artistic 
monuments and has been in the World Heritage list of UNESCO since 1983.  In Tomar, experience 
also the nation’s oldest synagogue, now a national museum.  
 

  
 
Overnight in Tomar. 
 
 

Day 8 -  Friday, 09 October - Caldas de Reina, Alcobaça, Batalha, 
Fatima, Tomar 
On today’s journey, you will return to the Atlantic coast, to the unique Caldas de Reina pottery 
factory, founded by Raphael Pinheiro, the famed artist and cartoonist who embodied the 
country’s 19th Century refinement and wit. Then, journey north to the UNESCO-designated sites 
of the Alcobaça and Batalha monestaries, and to Fatima, Portugal’s most important shrine which 
attracts four million pilgrims annually.  

Meals: Breakfast and lunch 
 

In Caldas de Reina, the Bordallo Pinheiro Factory of Artistic Earthenware, founded in 1884, uses 
centuries-old technologies to preserve traditional methods of pottery production while also 
exploring innovative, modern, and playful themes.  
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The city of Alcobaça grew along the valleys of the rivers Alcoa and Baça, from which it derives its 
name. It became notable after the first king of Portugal, Afonso Henriques, decided to build there a 
church to celebrate the Conquest of Santarém, to the Moors, in 1147. The church later evolved into 
the Monastery of Alcobaça, one of the most magnificent gothic monuments in the country 
 
The Monastery of Batalha, literally the Monastery of the Battle, is a Dominican convent in the civil 
parish of Batalha, in the district of Leiria, in central region of Portugal. Originally, and officially 
known, as the Monastery of Saint Mary of the Victory (Portuguese: Mosteiro de Santa Maria da 
Vitória), it was erected in commemoration of the 1385 Battle of Aljubarrota, and would serve as the 
burial church of the 15th-Century Aviz dynasty of Portuguese royals. It is one of the best and 
original examples of Late Gothic architecture in Portugal, intermingled with the Manueline style. 
 
In 1917, three shepherd children outside Fatima declared that the Virgin Mary had appeared before 
them.  Today, the shrine of Our Lady attracts four million catholic pilgrims annually to this small 
town. 

   
 
Overnight in Tomar. 
 
 

Day 9 - Saturday, 10 October - Coimbra, Curia 
Travel north today to the historic town of Coimbra, home to the third oldest university in Europe 
(1290).  Go behind the scenes and tour the Biblioteca Joanina, arguably the most lavish library in 
the world, and the university’s splendid botanical gardens. After lunch, meander off the beaten 
track to the village of Curia, equally acclaimed for its thermal spas as for its fine wines and 
cuisine. 

Meals: Breakfast and lunch 
 
Coimbra The most important city to the south of the River Douro, Coimbra was for some time the 
residence of the Count Dom Henrique and Dona Teresa, the parents of the first king of Portugal, 
Dom Afonso Henriques, who was born here. It was the latter king who integrated the city into the 
Portuguese territory in 1131. Dating from this time are some of the city´s most important 
monuments: the Sé Velha (Old Cathedral) and the churches of São Tiago, São Salvador and Santa 
Cruz, representing the religious authority and the various orders that became established here.  
 
Coimbra was the setting for the forbidden love of Dom Pedro I (1357-67) and Dona Inês, a lady at 
court. Inês was executed at the orders of the king Dom Afonso IV, who saw in this romance the 
danger of Portugal being submitted to the rule of Castile. An inspiration to poets and writers, their 
story still forms a major part of the city's rich heritage.  Coimbra was the capital of Portugal during 
the Middle Ages, but it was the Renaissance that transformed the city into a place of knowledge, 
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when Dom João III (1521-57) decided to move the University to the city on a definitive basis, while 
at the same time numerous colleges were created to provide an alternative to the official form of 
teaching.  Today, you can catch sight of the university’s students in their dashing black capes and 
hats, making Coimbra Portugal’s quintessential university city. 
 

   
 
Overnight in Curia. 
 
 

Day 10 - Sunday, 11 October - Aliança, Luso, Curia 
Today, experience the unique Aliança Underground Museum, housed inside the caves of a 
regional winery famous for its fine Barraida wines and excellent brandy. This evening, MOA’s 
director, Dr. Anthony Shelton, invites you to an intimate dinner party under the stars at his 
charming Portuguese residence, to enjoy the exceptional flavours of the region. 

Meals: Breakfast, lunch, and dinner 
 
The Aliança Underground Museum is an exhibition space, displayed along the traditional wine 
cellars of Aliança Vinhos de Portugal. Including eight private collections, the public has access to 
diverse artefacts from the fields of archeology, ethnography, mineralogy, paleontology as well as 
ceramic tiles and tins covering millions of years of history. Being part of the great universe of 
the  Berardo Collection, these collections are the result of the constant effort of José Berardo in 
collecting and caring for objects of scientific, artistic, historical and sentimental importance. 
 

   
 
Overnight in Curia 
 
 
 

Day 11 - Monday, 12 October - Braga, Guimarães 
Cross the Duoro River today into Portugal’s Norte region. Completely different from the south in 
character, many Portuguese consider this region to be the birthplace of their nation and cultural 
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identity. Tour the Baroque splendours of Braga before moving on to beautiful Guimarães, 
affectionately known as “the cradle of Portugal.” 

Meals: Breakfast and dinner 
 
Braga is the capital of the northern province of Minho, and has been the religious capital and home 
to Portuguese archbishops dating back to the 12th C.  Its Centro Historico boasts ornate Manueline 
palaces and sumtious Baroque churches, its charming narrow streets reminding of the city’s 
Renaissance heyday.   
 
Guimaraes is affectionately known as “the cradle of Portugal”, the country’s first city.  Enjoy the 
imposing Guimaraes castle, dating to the 10th Century, and the inspiration for the country’s coat of 
arms.  Time permitting, enjoy a ride up Penha Mountain by tram, the Teleferico de Penha, and look 
back down on beautiful Guimaraes’ While in Minho Province, try Bacalau a minhota, one of 
Portugal’s famed cod dishes. 
 

   
 
Overnight in Guimarães. 
 
 

Day 12 - Tuesday, 13 October - Barcelos, Guimarães 
Today, take in the vibrant ceramics and artisanal industries of Barcelos, famous as the home of 
the ubiquitous Portuguese symbol, the brightly painted clay rooster. Visit the pottery museum 
and several artists here, with a special focus on the pottery arts. 

Meals: Breakfast and lunch 
 

   
 
Barcelos: Originally a Roman settlement, it expanded and became the seat of the First Duke of 
Bragança in the 15th century. The palace of the Dukes of Bragança was destroyed by an earthquake 
in 1755 and is now an open-air museum. The town's famous symbol is a rooster, in Portuguese 
called o galo de Barcelos ("the Rooster of Barcelos"). One of the many versions of this legend goes 
that a rich man threw a big party. When the party was over, the rich man noticed that his sterling 
cutlery was stolen by a guest. He accused a pilgrim and let him go to court. He protested his 
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innocence, but the judge didn't believe him. The judge was about to eat a roasted rooster when the 
pilgrim said: "If I am innocent, this rooster will crow three times." When the pilgrim was about to be 
lynched, the rooster crowed. The judge released the pilgrim. The story ends a few years later when 
the pilgrim returned and made a statue over the event. 
 
Overnight in Guimarães. 
 
 

Day 13 - Wednesday, 14 October - Porto 
Today’s journey takes you to Porto, Portugal’s second largest city and the capital of port wine. 
Enjoy a tour of Porto’s historic centre. Later, join your fellow travelers to share favourite 
memories of the tour, as you enjoy the fine local Dão wines and the breathtaking views of the 
Duoro River and the city, as we say goodbye with a special farewell party. 

Meals: Breakfast and dinner 
 
Porto: Visit the beautiful and mysterious lady, one of the most ancient cities of Europe with plenty 
of historic and cultural memories.  Porto is best enjoyed from across the river, to capture the most 
lovely view of her beauty.  Today, you will enjoy this view while you explore the history and flavours 
of the region’s specialty, port wine.  Toast in good cheer to your fellow travelers as you reflect on 
the marvelous journey all have shared. 
 

   
 
Overnight in Porto 
 
 

Day 14 - Thursday, 15 October 
Meal: Breakfast 

 
Boa Viagem to all our new friends! 
 
 
 
  



Tour cost: $4769.00 Cdn. per person |Single supplement: $905 
 
Inclusions: 

 13 nights hotel accommodations with breakfast 

 7 dinners, 7 lunches, 1 wine-and-cheese tasting 

 All transportation in a private coach 

 Local guides and interpreters where required 

 All sightseeing and entrance fees 

 Services of an Adventures Abroad tour leader 

 All gratuities to porters, waiters, local guides, and driver. 
 
Not included 

 International airfare 

 Items of a personal nature 

 Beverages 

 Gratuities to the Adventures Abroad tour leader 

 Trip cancellation/Interruption and medical insurance 
 
 
Book Now: Adventures Abroad 1-800-665-3998 / sales@adventures-abroad.com 
 

 
 
 
Details subject to change, based on availability.  Please check back often to 
www.moa.ubc.ca/journeys for the most up-to-date information.  This itinerary as of 17 June 2015. 

http://www.moa.ubc.ca/journeys


Hotel Sana Lisboa, Av. Fontes Pereira de Melo, 8, Lisboa.  
www.sanahotels.com 

   
 
 
Pousada de Estremoz, Largo de D. Diniz, 7100-509 Estremoz.  
The castle of Estremoz is the result of the restoration of the magnificent Palace that King D. Diniz built for his 
wife, Queen Santa Isabel. In the sixties, the castle, became a luxury hotel named after the Queen. The 
Pousada Estremoz, Rainha Santa Isabel, has the finest decor including museum pieces, several rooms still 
maintain characteristics of the 18th century.  www.pousadas.pt 

   
 
 
Hotel Dos Templarios, Largo Cândido dos Reis 1, 2300-326 Tomar. 
www.hoteldostemplarios.com 

   
 
 
Hotel Curia Palace, Avenida Plátanos, 3780-541 Tamengos. 
www.curiapalace.com  
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Hotel Guimarães , Rua Eduardo Manuel de Almeida, 4810-440 Guimarães 
www.hotel-guimaraes.com 

   
 
 
Hotel Eurostars das Artes, Rua do Rosário 160-164, 4050-521 Porto. 
www.eurostarsdasartes.com 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

UNESCO Sites included on this Journey (including year inducted) 
 Convent of Christ in Tomar (1983)  
 Cultural Landscape of Sintra (1995)  
 Garrison Border Town of Elvas and its Fortifications (2012) (time-permitting) 
 Historic Centre of Évora (1986)  
 Historic Centre of Guimarães (2001)  
 Historic Centre of Oporto (1996)  
 Monastery of Alcobaça (1989)  
 Monastery of Batalha (1983)  
 Monastery of the Hieronymites and Tower of Belém in Lisbon (1983)  
 University of Coimbra – Alta and Sofia (2013) 

 

http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/265
http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/723
http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1367
http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/361
http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1031
http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/755
http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/505
http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/264
http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/263
http://whc.unesco.org/en/list/1387

